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Goodness

The Invisible Tree
ISBN: 978-1925563559
Author: Kirrily Lowe (NSW)
Illustrator: Henry Smith
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Wombat Books
Audience: Children
Genre: Picture Book
RRP: $18.99
Previous titles in this series are listed on page 10

DESCRIPTION: I went on an adventure to a land called Good, if you’ve never been there, I
think you should. Goodness is the sixth book in the Invisible Tree series, an inspirational series
of children’s books that capture core values that we all esteem in the life of children and adults!

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

Eric Finds A way
ISBN: 978-1925563573 (paperback)
Author: Robert Vescio (NSW)
Illustrator: Ann-Marie Finn (QLD)
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Wombat Books
Audience: Children
Genre: Picture Book
RRP: $14.99
DESCRIPTION: Eric loves to read. He has a
towering bookshelf brimming with stories of strange
and wonderful worlds. But ... if only there were a
way to actually get to these magical places. He just
can’t seem to find the right words and his drawings
never look quite right—not like his books at all! How
will Eric find a way? A humorous and unique story
about finding your own way to be creative.
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November 2018

The Stars in the Night
ISBN: 978-1925652499
Author: Clare Rhoden (VIC)
Release Date: 30 November 2018
Publisher: Odyssey Books
Audience: General
Genre: Historical Fiction

I’m Just Little

RRP: $24.95

ISBN: 978-0648220244
Author: Jennifer Sharp
Illustrator: Naomi Greaves
Available From: 2 November 2018
Publisher: Daisy Lane Publishing
Audience: Children
Genre: Picture Book
RRP: $14.99
DESCRIPTION: Mummy, I’m Just little. But I love
you more. More than the scent of the daintiest
daisy at dawn. How do you tell your Mum and
Dad how much you love them? I’m Just little is
a heart-warming story about the ways we can
express our love. Charming illustrations explore
the relationships between parents and children
as well as the majestic beauty of the Australian
landscape and wildlife.

DESCRIPTION: Harry Fletcher is a confident young man. He’s sure that he will marry Nora
MacTiernan, no matter what their families say. He’s certain that he will always be there to
protect Eddie, the boy his father saved from the gutters of Port Adelaide. Only the War to End
All Wars might get in the way of Harry’s plans. From the beaches of Semaphore to the shores
of Gallipoli, the mud of Flanders to the red dust of inland South Australia, this is a story of love,
brotherhood, and resilience.

The Forked Path
The Wraith Cycle: Book 2

Previous titles in
this series are listed
on page 10

Regan

The Hero rebellion: Book 3
ISBN: 978-1925652185
Author: Belinda Crawford (VIC)
Release Date: 30 November 2018
Publisher: Odyssey Books
Audience: Young Adult
Genre: Sci-fi
RRP: $17.95
DESCRIPTION: Hero Regan is a fugitive, running
from family and foes alike. She’s on a mission to save
Fink’s life, and no one, not a former best friend, an AI
or Fink himself is going to stand in her way. But life
on Jørn’s surface isn’t what she thought. After a year
on the run, Hero just wants to go home, but home
has changed and after all the plans put in motion
around her are done, it may not be there at all. Hero
Regan never wanted to be special, but when chaos
ends, the world will remember her name.
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ISBN: 978-1925652390
Author: T.R. Thompson (VIC)
Release Date: 5 November 2018
Publisher: Odyssey Books
Audience: Young Adult
Genre: Dark Fantasy
RRP: $26.95
Previous titles in this series are listed on page 10

DESCRIPTION: Despite the victory over Cantor Cortis, the dark power still spreads. Nightmare
creatures are wiping out villages all along the southern edge of the wild Tangle forest, causing
a stream of refugees to flow into the capital of Sontair in the hope of finding protection. All who
helped overthrow the Nine Sisters of Redmondis have been touched by what they experienced
and those they lost. Dark visions sap Petron and Daemi’s strength even as they try to heal the
rifts within Redmondis and forge a new path for the wielders, crafters and guards who make
up its three main schools. Wilt must enter the Tangle to seek out the source of the power that
calls to him. Visions of the past seen through other eyes haunt his days, and he finds it harder
and harder to resist the pull of his wraith form. The Guardian is old and weak, and the Tangle
is no longer secure…

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

November 2018

Sarah’s Story
Life after IVF

ISBN: 978-0648400097
Author: Danielle Aitken (VIC)
Release Date: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Making Magic Happen Academy
Audience: Adult
Genre: Life

Octopussy

RRP: $28.99

And Other Rude Jokes
ISBN: 978-1925652437
Author: Annabelle Lee (ACT)
Release Date: 13 October 2018
Publisher: Odyssey Books
Audience: Adult
Genre: Novelty, Humour, Picture Book
RRP: $24.95

DESCRIPTION: Sarah’s Story depicts one woman’s journey before, during and most importantly
after infertility by sensitively giving a heartfelt account of the reality and the emotional rollercoaster
that is IVF, but it is much more than that. The story serves as a metaphor for anyone struggling
to overcome adversity, as it shines a light of hope which leaves the reader feeling empowered
by the ability we all possess to bring ourselves back from the depths of despair. Sarah’s Story
will move you from tears of sorrow to tears of joy as it provides a compelling insight into human
potential and a person’s capacity to turn their life around finding hope, meaning and inspiration
where none previously existed.

Think Savvy Revise Smart
ISBN: 978-0648400059
Author: Christine West (WA)
Release Date:
Publisher: Making Magic Happen Academy
Audience: Adult
Genre: Educational

Everything Publishing

RRP: $22.99

ISBN: 978-0648400011
Author: Karen Mc Dermott (WA)
Release Date: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Making Magic Happen Academy
Audience: General
Genre: Nonfiction
RRP: $28.99
DESCRIPTION: Have you ever wondered what the
journey would be like to build a publishing company
from scratch? Fuelled by the passion left behind after
a negative self-publishing experience, Award-winning
entrepreneur and busy mum of six, Karen Mc Dermott
was left with no option but to think outside the box.
Her story of building Serenity Press from the ground
up into a reputable traditional Australian publishing
press across the globe is inspiring and powerful.
Includes a bonus book: How to publish your book.

All prices include GST

DESCRIPTION: “Think Savvy, Revise Smart is designed to empower students to learn well
and perform at their best. By learning how their brains work, students should be well placed to
confidently apply the practical strategies contained in this book. With a specific focus on revising
for exams, students will learn how to:
* Use smart study habits to learn more, in less time;
* Use strategic revision to target their efforts; and
* Use savvy exam tips to maximise their marks.
Think Savvy, Revise Smart is also an invaluable resource for parents, providing them with the
necessary knowledge and skills to confidently assist their children in their learning.”

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au
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November 2018

The Story Peddler

The Weaver Trilogy: Book One
ISBN: 978-1683701361
Author: Lindsay A. Franklin
Available From: 1 October 2018
(AU Release)
Publisher: Enclave Publishing
Audience: Young Adults
Genre: Faith, Sci-fi, Fantasy

Attraction Journal
ISBN: 978-0992282035
Author: Karen Mc Dermott (WA)
Available From: 1 September 2016
Publisher: Serenity Press
Audience: General
Genre: Journal
RRP: $14.99
DESCRIPTION: Intention excels us forward with
purpose. Use this intention journal to document your
intentions every day and watch how far you come
in one year. Includes 52 intention based original
quotes by Karen McDermott

RRP: $19.99

DESCRIPTION: Selling stories is a deadly business. Tanwen doesn’t just tell stories—she
weaves them into crystallized sculptures that sell for more than a few bits. But the only way to
escape the control of her cruel mentor and claw her way from poverty is to set her sights on
something grander: becoming Royal Storyteller to the king. During her final story peddling tour,
a tale of treason spills from her hands, threatening the king himself. Tanwen goes from peddler
to prey as the king’s guard hunts her down... and they’re not known for their mercy. As Tanwen
flees for her life, she unearths long-buried secrets and discovers she’s not the only outlaw in
the empire. There’s a rebel group of weavers...and they’re after her too.

Awakened

The Soul Chronicles: Book two
ISBN: 978-1683700760
Author: Morgan L. Busse
Available From: 1 October 2018
(AU Release)
Publisher: Enclave Publishing
Audience: Teens, Young Adults
Genre: Steampunk, Sci-fi, Faith
RRP: $19.99

The Soul Chronicles: Book one

DESCRIPTION: The monster has awakened. After her escape from the Tower and from her
father’s experiments, Kat Bloodmayne wakes up to discover the dark power inside of her has
grown stronger. Now more than ever she needs to find the doctor who holds the key to healing
her, but the only one who can help her find him is Stephen Grey, the very man who betrayed her.
Though Stephen cannot change the past or what he did to Kat, he will do everything he can to
help her now. But will Kat let him? Or will his transgression be too much to overcome? Kat and
Stephen race against time as they travel with sky pirates through harrowing storms and across
the war-torn country of Austrium in search of the doctor who can cure Kat. But can he cure what
is broken inside of her? Or will the monster inside of Kat consume her soul?
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Tainted

ISBN: 978-1621840671
Author: Morgan L. Busse
Available From: 15 April 2016
(AU Release)
Publisher: Enclave Publishing
Audience: Teens, Young Adults
Genre: Steampunk, Sci-fi, Faith
RRP: $19.99
DESCRIPTION: Kat Bloodmayne is one of the
first women chosen to attend the Tower Academy
of Sciences. But who has time for class when your
soul is dying? Kat has power over the natural laws
of life, but every time she loses control, it kills a
part of her soul. If she doesn’t find a cure, she will
become something else entirely.

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

November 2018

Song of Leira

Orphan’s Song

The Songkeeper Chronicles: Book Three

The Songkeeper
Chronicles: Book
one

ISBN: 978-1683700869
Author: Gillian Bronte Adams
Available From: 1 November 2018
(AU Release)
Publisher: Enclave Publishing
Audience: Young Adult
Genre: Fantasy

ISBN: 978-1683700289
Author: Gillian Bronte Adams
Available From: 23 September 2014
Publisher: Enclave Publishing
Audience: Young Adult
Genre: Fantasy

RRP: $19.99

RRP: $19.99

SongKeeper
The Songkeeper
Chronicles: Book
Two

ISBN: 978-1621840695
Author: Gillian Bronte Adams
Available From: 15 April 2016
Publisher: Enclave Publishing
Audience: Young Adult
Genre: Fantasy

DESCRIPTION: Reeling from her disastrous foray into the Pit, Birdie, the young Songkeeper,
retreats into the mountains. But in the war-torn north, kneeling on bloodstained battlefields
to sing the souls of the dying to rest, her resolve to accept her calling is strengthened. Such
evil cannot go unchallenged. Torn between oaths to protect the Underground runners and to
rescue his friend from the slave camps, Ky Huntyr enlists Birdie’s aid. Their mission to free the
captives unravels the horrifying thread connecting the legendary spring, Artair’s sword, and the
slave camps. But the Takhran’s schemes are already in motion. Powerful singers have arisen to
lead his army—singers who can shake the earth and master the sea—and monsters rampage
across the land. As Leira falters on the verge of defeat, the Song bids her rise to battle, and
the Songkeeper must answer.

RRP: $19.99

Now Distributing Pauline Hosking
Cinnamon Stevens Crime Buster
ISBN: 978-0994398260
Author: Pauline Hosking
Illustrator: Kat Chadwick
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Pauline Hosking
Audience: Junior Fiction
Genre: Mystery, Adventure
RRP: $16.99

Cinnamon Stevens Ghost Light
ISBN: 978-0646981116
Author: Pauline Hosking
Illustrator: Kat Chadwick
Available From: 4 March 2018
Publisher: Pauline Hosking
Audience: Junior Fiction
Genre: Mystery, Supernatural
RRP: $17.99

DESCRIPTION: Twelve year old Cinnamon dreams of being a super sleuth. Her chance comes
when a class mate disappears during a school camp to Phillip Island. BUT…does Cinnamon have
the Nerves of Steel necessary to solve this dark and dangerous crime? Will her Wing Chun Kung
Fu skills protect her? And can she survive Year 7 without her very best friend?

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

DESCRIPTION: Junior sleuth Cinnamon must find
out how a classmate was injured while he explored
the out-of-bounds graveyard in Walhalla, an old
gold-mining town in Victoria’s Gippsland. She
discovers that the graveyard has unexpected links
with a haunted theatre. Subplots deal with bullying
and the changing nature of friendship.
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November 2018

Now Distributing Albert Whitman & Company
The Boy from the Dragon
Palace
ISBN: 978-0807575147
Author: Margaret Read MacDonald
Illustrator: Sachiko Yoshikawa
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company
Audience: Children
Genre: Picture Book
RRP: $14.95

Half a Giraffe?
ISBN: 978-0807531440
Author: Jodie Parachini
Illustrator: Richard Smythe
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company
Audience: Children
Genre: Picture Book
RRP: $27.95

DESCRIPTION: One day, a poor flower sellers drops his leftover flowers into the sea as a gift
for the Dragon King. What does he get in return? A little snot-nosed boy–with the power to
grant wishes! Soon the flower seller is rich, but when he forgets the meaning of “thank you,”
he loses everything once again. “You just can’t help some humans,” say the snot-nosed little
boy and the Dragon King.

DESCRIPTION: All giraffes, even baby Gisele, know
that the juiciest leaves are on the tops of the trees.
But how does she reach them? No matter how she
stretches or twists, those tasty leaves are just too
high. A strong story with a light touch, and colorful
art with extra touches of humor, appeals to both
children and adults.

Fright School

Delivery Bear
ISBN: 978-0807515327
Author: Laura Gehl
Illustrator: Paco Sordo
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company
Audience: Children
Genre: Picture Book
RRP: $27.95
DESCRIPTION: Zogby wants to work for Fluffy Tail
Cookies as a delivery animal—but he’s a bear and
all the other animals are cute bunnies. Zogby tries
to pretend to be a bunny by wearing bunny ears,
putting on whiskers, and adding a fluffy tail. But he
still scares the customers! When Zogby realizes
being himself is best, can he find a way to stand
out and get the job?
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ISBN: 978-0807525531
Author: Janet Lawler
Illustrator: Chiara Galletti
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company
Audience: Children
Genre: Picture Book
RRP: $27.95

DESCRIPTION: In this hilarious rhyming story, little monsters learn the art of scaring trick-ortreaters. Follow zombies, ghouls, ghosts and many more creepy creatures as they study the
most spooktacular ways to terrify their guests. Will they be able to perfect their frightening ways
before Halloween? Fright School is a welcome addition to the Halloween genre that will have
kids cracking up at what “school” looks like for the very monsters that scare them. And in the
end, it teaches kids that they don’t need to be scared of monsters—the monsters might be just
as scared as them!

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

November 2018

Fred Pudding
ISBN: 978-0807525814
Author/Illustrator: Anne Kennedy
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company
Audience: Children
Genre: Picture Book
RRP: $27.95

There’s a Hole in My Garden
ISBN: 978-0807578551
Author/Illustrator: James Stewart
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company
Audience: Children
Genre: Picture Book

DESCRIPTION: Grandma and her grandson are making bread pudding, but her dog, Fred,
has his own plans! While the humans are in the kitchen, Fred is busy shredding papers and
tissues in the living room. When Grandma mixes, Fred runs in circles, and when she bakes the
pudding, Fred lies on the floor under a sunny window. Will the delicious dessert make up for
the mess Fred made? This hilarious adventure, inspired by quintessential dog shenanigans, is
sure to make all families and dog lovers laugh.

RRP: $27.95
DESCRIPTION: The dead-pan narration in this
debut picture book delivers a perfect child-like vision
with humor and panache, depicted in luminous
detail. A little boy shows what happens when he
drops larger and larger objects, both in terms of
size and imagination, down a mysterious hole that
grows throughout the year in his garden. But what
happens in December?

The Wheels on the…Uh-Oh!
ISBN: 978-0807588697
Author: Sue Tarsky
Illustrator: Alex Willmore
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company
Audience: Children
Genre: Picture Book

First Snow

RRP: $27.95

ISBN: 978-0807524404
Author: Nancy Viau
Illustrator: Talitha Shipman
Available From: 1 November 2018
(AU Release)
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company
Audience: Children
Genre: Picture Book
RRP: $27.95
DESCRIPTION: Snowflakes falling! What a treat!
Friends gather outside to celebrate the first snowfall
of the season with snowball fights, sledding, building
igloos, drinking hot chocolate, and making the most
of a windy, wintry day. With rhyming text and cheerful
illustrations, this is a charming celebration of the
winter season.

All prices include GST

DESCRIPTION: This bus is in trouble—it won’t be going through the town without a good
mechanic! Can everyone work together to get the bus moving again? A new version of the
perennial children’s song is just as lively and fun as the original, while celebrating community
and cooperation. Children will love the action, antics, appealing animal characters, and the very
unexpected beginning to this rollicking romp.

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au
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November 2018

The Trail of the Ghost Bunny
The Curious Cat Spy Club: Book 6

Pumpkin Countdown
ISBN: 978-0807566626
Author: Joan Holub
Illustrator: Jan Smith
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company
Audience: Children
Genre: Picture Book
RRP: $14.95
DESCRIPTION: In this rhyming picture book, a
classroom of children goes on a field trip to the
pumpkin patch, where they count everything in
sight. The book is perfect for the fall season, and an
extra fun way to teach children to count backward
from twenty.

ISBN: 978-0807513927
Author: Linda Joy Singleton
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company
Audience: Middle Fiction
Genre: Mystery, Adventure
RRP: $17.95

DESCRIPTION: Kelsey and her family have moved into an abandoned B&B that they’re fixing
up. It’s a beautiful place and it even comes with its own bunny…but it also seems to come
with its own ghost. With the help of their new bunny friend, Kelsey and her friends and CCSC
clubmates Becca and Leo investigate the true source of the mysterious on-goings at the B&B.
This story closes out the series in a satisfying way, and includes a very light ghost plot that
feels seasonally appropriate. And animal fans will be thrilled to see plenty new animal capers,
including the return of the lovable dogs from book 5, Dog-Gone Danger.

Glow

Room of Shadows

ISBN: 978-0807529652
Author: Megan E. Bryant
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company
Audience: Young Adult
Genre: Historical Fiction
RRP: $17.95

ISBN: 978-0807568057
Author: Ronald Kidd
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company
Audience: Middle Fiction
Genre: Thriller, Mystery, Issues
RRP: $17.95
DESCRIPTION: Ever since his dad left, David
Cray has had anger issues. So after he beats up
school bully Jake Bragg, his mom grounds him in
their creepy new house. Bored, David discovers a
secret room with an old-fashioned desk, a chest,
and a carving of a raven. Suddenly he’s having
strange dreams about the room and the house,
and violence seems to follow him wherever he
goes. Who is the Raven who is taking responsibility
for these violent pranks? And why do the pranks
resemble Poe’s stories?
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DESCRIPTION: When thrift-store aficionado Julie discovers a series of antique paintings with
hidden glowing images that are only visible in the dark, she wants to learn more about the
artist. In her search, she uncovers a century-old romance and the haunting true story of the
Radium Girls, young women who used radioactive paint to make the world’s first glow-in-thedark products—and ultimately became radioactive themselves. As Julie’s obsession with the
paintings mounts, truths about the Radium Girls—and her own complicated relationships—are
revealed. But will she uncover the truth about the luminous paintings before putting herself and
everyone she loves at risk?

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

November 2018

Midnight Reynolds and the
Spectral Transformer
Midnight Reynolds: Book One

ISBN: 978-0807551264
Author: Catherine Holt
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Albert Whitman & Company
Audience: Middle Fiction
Genre: Supernatural, Adventure, Mystery
RRP: $17.99

DESCRIPTION: Middle school was scary enough without the ghosts. Midnight Reynolds has
always stood out, but when her family moves to a new town, she’s befriended by two coolest
girls in school. there’s just one hitch: Midnight needs some extra cash to keep up with them.
That’s how she ends up working for her neighbour, Miss Appleby. To Midnight’s surprise, sweet
Miss Appleby is hiding a wild secret: she can see ghosts... and it turns out that Midnight can
too! Miss Appleby has been protecting their town from sinister spirits on her own, but now she
desperately needs Midnight’s help to keep everyone safe. Can they contain the spectral energy
before it’s too late, or is there something more ghastly at play?

Now Distributing Orca Book Publishers
What makes us Unique?
Our first talk about Diversity

ISBN: 978-1459809482
Author: Dr. Jillian Roberts
Illustrator: Cindy Revell
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Orca Book Publishers
Audience: Children
Genre: Picture Book
RRP: $27.99

Casting Lily
ISBN: 978-1459814509
Author: Holly Bennett
Available From: 1 November 2018
Publisher: Orca Book Publishers
Audience: Middle Fiction
Genre: Drama, Contempory
RRP: $16.99

DESCRIPTION: When it comes to explaining physical, cultural and religious differences to
children, it can be difficult to know where to begin. What Makes Us Unique? provides an accessible
introduction to the concept of diversity, teaching children how to respect and celebrate people’s
differences and that ultimately, we are all much more alike than we are different. Additional
questions at the back of the book allow for further discussion. Child psychologist Dr. Jillian
Roberts designed the Just Enough series to empower parents/caregivers to start conversations
with young ones about difficult or challenging subject matter. Other books in the series deal with
birth, death, separation and divorce. For more information, visit www.justenoughseries.com

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

DESCRIPTION: When Ava lands a part in a
historical play, she is thrilled. But is she good enough
to hold her own in a professional production? As the
rehearsal pressures crank up, Ava struggles with her
character, with the vocal demands of outdoor theatre
and with the annoying ego of her castmate, Kiefer.
It’s only as she learns more about the real-life Lily on
which her part is based that things begin to fall into
place. But then one bad decision jeopardises Ava’s
chances of being able to perform on opening night.
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Related Titles

November 2018
Love

The Invisible Tree

RRP: $18.99

DESCRIPTION: Love is the first book in The Invisible Tree Series. In Love a
little person learns about what we all need most. He learns about receiving love
and giving it away. And as he learns something special is growing on the inside!

RRP: $18.99

DESCRIPTION: In Joy a young girl is on a quest to find her joy! Is it under the
apple tree, is it out to sea, or is it in something that we cannot see? A message
for little ones and big ones—where do we go to find joy when we have lost it?
The Invisible Tree is an inspirational series of children’s books that capture
core values that we all esteem in the life of children and adults!

RRP: $18.99

DESCRIPTION: Polly finds Peace in a storm, surprising as it may seem. They
ride the waves together, and fly like in a dream. Peace is the third book in the
Invisible Tree series, an inspirational series of children’s books that capture
core values that we all esteem in the life of children and adults!

RRP: $18.99

DESCRIPTION: Sam is tired of waiting so long, his waiting heart is not so
strong. Until patience grows down deep inside and joins him on the waiting ride.
Patience—the fourth book in the Invisible Tree series—beautifully captures the
journey of waiting and the discovery of the virtue of patience found on the way.

RRP: $18.99

DESCRIPTION: ‘Like streams of water in a dry land, is the gift of kindness in
my hand.’ In Kindness a little girl learns about the greatest gift of all. Kindness
is something she wants to keep but on her journey, she realises kindness is
something you have to give away. Kindness—the fifth book in the inspirational
Invisible Tree Series—captures a child’s journey of compassion to find the
virtue of kindness.

RRP: $24.95

DESCRIPTION: A shadow is spreading across the land. Fear will be your
downfall. When the perfects of Redmondis discover that their quick minds
and quicker fingers hide secret potential, young thieves Wilt and Higgs find
themselves unwilling recruits. Wilt’s ability to sink into other’s thoughts, knowing
what action they will take before they do, is both a prized and dangerous gift.

RRP: $17.95

DESCRIPTION: Centuries ago, humans colonised Jørn, a lonely planet on the
far side of the galaxy. Arriving in five great colony ships, they quickly settled the
surface only to discover, after a few short years, that the planet was killing them.
The culprit, a native spore, carried on every wind to every corner of the globe.

RRP: $17.95

DESCRIPTION: Hero has just about everything she wants: independence,
friendship and a shot at her fondest dream--to explore the surface of the alien
planet she calls home. Life would be perfect except her best friend is keeping
secrets, Fink--her six hundred kilogram, genetically engineered companion-is constantly angry, and there’s something wrong with Hero’s brain. Like,
really, really wrong.

978-1922074829
Kirrily Lowe (NSW)
1/05/2013
Wombat Books

Joy

The Invisible Tree
978-1922074850
Kirrily Lowe (NSW)
1/05/2013
Wombat Books

Peace

The Invisible Tree
978-1925139143
Kirrily Lowe (NSW)
1/09/2014
Wombat Books

Patience

The Invisible Tree
978-1921632587
Kirrily Lowe (NSW)
1/11/2013
Wombat Books

Kindness

The Invisible Tree
978-1925139723
Kirrily Lowe (NSW)
1/05/2016
Wombat Books

The Blood Within the Stone
The Wraith Cycle: Book one
978-1922200822
T.R. Thompson (VIC)
22/07/2017
Odyssey Books

Hero

The Hero Rebellion: Book 1
978-1922200303
Belinda Crawford
21/09/2015
Odyssey Books

Riven

The Hero Rebellion: Book 2
978-1922200662
Belinda Crawford
04/10/2016
Odyssey Books
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3

Sarah’s Story

978-0648400097

28.99

3

Everything Publishing

978-0648400011

28.99

3

Think Savvy Revise Smart

978-0648400059

22.99

4

Attraction Journal

978-0992282035

14.99

4

The Story Peddler

978-1683701361

19.99

4

Awakened

978-1683700760

19.99

4

Tainted

978-1621840671

19.99

5

Orphan’s Song

978-1683700289

19.99

5

SongKeeper

978-1621840695

19.99

5

Song of Leira

978-1683700869

19.99

5

Cinnamon Stevens Crime Buster

978-0994398260

16.99

5

Cinnamon Stevens Ghost Light

978-0646981116

17.99

6

The Boy from the Dragon Palace

978-0807575147

14.95

6

Half a Giraffe?

978-0807531440

27.95

6

Delivery Bear

978-0807515327

27.95

6

Fright School

978-0807525531

27.95

7

Fred Pudding

978-0807525814

27.95

7

There’s a Hole in My Garden

978-0807578551

27.95

7

First Snow

978-0807524404

27.95

7

The Wheels on the…Uh-Oh!

978-0807588697

27.95

8

Pumpkin Countdown

978-0807566626

14.95

8

The Trail of the Ghost Bunny

978-0807513927

17.95

8

Room of Shadows

978-0807568057

17.95

QTY

Line
Total

This is a 2 page order form - please complete and return both pages.
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8

Glow

978-0807529652

17.95

9

Midnight Reynolds and the Spectral Transformer

978-0807551264

17.99

9

What makes us Unique?

978-1459809482

27.99

9

Casting Lily

978-1459814509

16.99

Line
Total

QTY

Backlist Titles
10

Love

978-1922074829

18.99

10

Joy

978-1922074850

18.99

10

Peace

978-1925139143

18.99

10

Kindness

978-1925139723

18.99

10

The Blood Within the Stone

978-1922200822

24.95

10

Hero

978-1922200303

17.95

10

Riven

978-1922200662

17.95
Sub total from this page

$

Sub total carried forward from page 1

$

Total **

$

** A $9.90 shipping fee may apply to orders under $95
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